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1 Introduction
The Control4 Smart Home OS 3.1 (OS 3.1.0) release is a full release intended for both new
and existing installations. This release is not only packed full of new items that are sure to
delight both dealers and homeowners alike. We have powerful new controller hardware
to run our largest homes. Expansion of Intercom Anywhere services and voice integration
to provide greater flexibility and choice. Simplified Composer tools for making dealers
lives easier and many more ongoing improvements.



2 CA-10 Automation Controller

The Control4 CA-10 Automation Controller is the newest and most powerful member of
Control4’s award-wining line of controllers and is engineered to deliver exceptional
performance in big homes and commercial jobs. It offers four times the processing
power and four times the memory of our previous flagship controller so dealers can
provide customers with a responsive system capable of controlling thousands of devices.
The CA-10 also offers customers more peace of mind knowing that the system is always
available with numerous fail-safe systems including dual power supplies, dual solid-state
drives, dual network ports, and dual fans. If one of these systems ever fails, the CA-10
automatically switches to the redundant system without interruption to the customer.
Automatic service notifications can be programmed so you know immediately if a
problem occurs. The CA-10 works as the primary controller to provide the muscle for the
project. Use with EA controllers to provide streaming music, Zigbee, I/O, and on-screen
TV interface. The CA-10 is also the perfect controller for small business applications where
service agreements require the most reliable solution possible.
The CA-10 raises the bar for home automation through: 

l A powerful processor with exceptional performance for big projects, up to thousands
of devices.

l Multiple fail-safe systems to protect the system and keep it up and running even
when a power supply, network port, solid state drive (SSD), or fan fails.

l Advanced programming capabilities to facilitate dealer notification of failover
conditions.

l 5-year warranty

Order CA-10 and give it a try in your home or showroom! Use it for your biggest projects
when high performance is critical and when high uptime is vital.

Note: If migrating the master controller to a CA-10, update both controllers to the
latest version of OS 3.1 before starting the migration.

2.1 CA-10 Controller Status and Notifications
The driver for the CA-10 controller introduces new at-a-glance capabilities to monitor the
health of the controller directly within Composer Pro and gives new notification abilities
for service events.

CA-10 Driver in Composer Pro
The Properties tab of the CA-10 driver gives you a quick view of the controller’s health,
needed actions, and controller logs.



Programmable Service Notifications
The CA-10 driver includes device health events so programmable service notifications can
be created to ensure that every aspect of the CA-10 is always being monitored.



3 Google Assistant Integration
Control4 customers can now integrate Google Assistant into their Control4 Smart Home
for voice control of their lights, lighting scenes, whole-home scenes, blinds, locks,
thermostats, and fans.

l Homeowners can install and configure Google voice control at
customer.control4.com

l Customers can also customize their voice experience by using various Traits
l Google Assistant devices include Google Home, Google Home Mini, Pixel, and other
Android smartphones

l Google Assistant integration requires a 4Sight subscription

For more information, FAQs, and setup instructions, go to ctrl4.co/googlevoice-setup.

3.1 Smart Home Privacy Guard™
We are committed to protect and respect your privacy and will never share your
information without your express consent. Control4 Smart Home Privacy Guard gives
customers the ability to manage how they want to share information about the state of
devices in their Control4 system with voice platforms like Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant.

l With Control4 Smart Home Privacy Guard enabled (the default state), Control4 only
reports the state of devices when it is specifically controlled through a voice
command.

l With Smart Home Privacy Guard disabled, Control4 will share the state of devices all
the time so that Alexa and Google Assistant mobile apps and devices automatically

http://ctrl4.co/googlevoice-setup


know each device state, even when the device state changes by some other interface
like a touch screen or the Control4 mobile app.

Smart Home Privacy Guard settings are accessible on customer.control4.com. Learn
more about Control4’s privacy policy at https://www.control4.com/legal/privacy-policy/.

https://www.control4.com/legal/privacy-policy/


4 Expanding Intercom Anywhere
4.1 Third-Party Door Station Integration
Included in Control4 OS 3.1 is an important DriverWorks SDK update that enables third-
party door stations to be fully integrated into the Control4 Intercom system and the
Intercom Anywhere app. This new DriverWorks SDK update includes everything required,
including a template driver, for manufacturers of SIP-based door stations and Control4
driver developers to create Control4 drivers for third-party door station products. Door
stations are only required to support standards-based SIP functionality to fully
interoperate with the Control4 Intercom system.
Drivers for for 2N, Comelit Quadra, and Akuvox R20 door stations are being released
alongside OS 3.1, all leveraging the new Intercom DriverWorks SDK.

Note: The Comelit Quadra door station must be used in conjunction with the 1456G
Gateway.

Please refer to the DriverWorks SDK release 3.1.0 documentation for details related to
Intercom interoperability.

4.2 MDU Intercom Anywhere Support
Control4 OS 3.1 includes MDU Intercom Anywhere support which enables the following:

l Support for Intercom Anywhere (mobile) in both residences and common areas like
a concierge desk

l Use of EA-5 and CA-10 controllers as communication server hardware

Note: Communication Server Lite and Communication Server Pro continue to be
supported.  

l Ability to configure the communication server from the Communication agent in
Composer Pro

l Support for using custom buttons to enable users to lock or unlock a door, unlock a
gate, or turn on a light.



5 Composer Pro 3.1 Changes
Composer Pro 3.1 includes updates to several agents, new ways to manage Composer
versions, and better workflows for configuring Zigbee servers, identifying Zigbee devices,
and migrating controllers.

5.1 Composer Pro Version Independence
With Composer Pro 3.1, only one version of Composer software will be needed to manage
all projects running OS 3 and higher. Composer Pro 3.1 will replace the need for running
multiple versions of Composer software (for example Composer Pro 3.0 and Composer
Pro 3.1). For projects running OS 2.10.6 or older, the specific Composer Pro version tied to
the project version will be required, just like it is today (for example, an OS 2.10.6 project
still requires a 2.10.6 Composer).

See theManaging multiple project versions in the online Composer Pro Help.

5.2 ZigBee Mesh Selection
There is a new workflow for dealers working in multi-mesh environments to choose a
Zigbee mesh before identifying a device. This should cut down on Zigbee devices getting
added to the wrong mesh, which would happen with the “all servers” dropdown option
in older Composer versions. Also, in Composer Pro, Zigbee mesh selection window shows
device node count, and has a link to the Zigbee design guidelines.

5.3 ZigBee Configuration in Project Properties
The Zigbee Configuration tab now has a column for IP address of Zigbee servers and
ZAPs. This should help troubleshooting, gaining SSH access, or looking at logs rather than
having to use Network Tools to find the IP address of the corresponding controller.

https://control4.sharepoint.com/Products/Documentation  Videos/Archive/Source Files/Composer & OS & Apps/Release Notes/DOC-00491 OS 3.1 Release Notes/ctrl4.co/cpro-manage-project-version
https://control4.sharepoint.com/Products/Documentation  Videos/Archive/Source Files/Composer & OS & Apps/Release Notes/DOC-00491 OS 3.1 Release Notes/ctrl4.co/cpro-ug


5.4 Composer Pro Additional Changes
l Composer Pro has added support for the CA-10 to the Migration Wizard as well as
fixes to resolve issues with failed migrations.

l Composer Pro now supports printing right from the Detective Suite.

l Manage Drivers now remembers sorting state and column.

l In order to add flexibility to viewing options in the System Design Device Tree, you
can now right-click to collapse devices.

l The Composer Pro icon has been updated to display correctly in the Windows Start
menu.

5.5 Wake/Sleep Agent
Control4 added the ability to control Wake/Sleep from a mobile device in July 2019 and
heard feedback from our dealer community that the differences in naming conventions
between Composer and the OS were confusing. In OS 3.1, the Wakeup/Goodnight agent
has been rebranded to the Wake/Sleep agent.
Note: The block in OS 3 that prevented the Wakeup/Goodnight agent from being added
to a project that didn’t have a T3 touch screen installed has been removed.



6 Composer Express Changes
l A visual issue has been resolved where some iOS devices displayed a gap at the top
of the screen.

l The Upgrade Advisor now supports “sharing” functionality by creating a PDF that can
be emailed or sent via text message.

l The loading screen has been updated to match the new designs.



7 Lighting for On-Screen TV Interfaces
With the release of OS 3.1, Lighting has been added to the on-screen TV interface. The
Lighting experience has been optimized for d-pad interaction with a remote. It also
shares similar design to the mobile app and touch screen interface—you can easily go
from the Room tab to the All tab to control lights in another room.



8 Session Changes
The Sessions experience has added transport controls and a drop-down menu, listing all
rooms in the session—with individual room controls for mute, volume and power.



9 Pinch, Zoom, & Pan for Android and Touch
Screens
The Control4 app for iOS has had the ability to do a pinch and zoom on a camera view.
With OS 3.1, the Control4 app for Android and T3 touch screens can now pinch, zoom,
and pan on a camera view. Once zoomed in on an image, panning the image can be
done with a single finger swipe.

Note: The zoom is a digital zoom of the camera image and not a physical zoom of
the camera.



10 Control4 App Performance Improvements
10.1 Fast Local App Connections
The connection time of the Control4 app for Smart Home OS 3 has been optimized for
fast local network connections. The average connection time for an EA controller is
around 2-4 seconds with the CA-10 even quicker around 0-2 seconds. Connection times
vary based the mobile device’s Wi-Fi bandwidth, signal strength, and primary controller
type.

10.2 Resolved Local SDDP Connections
The logic for identifying a controller on the local network through SDDP has been
improved to resolve issues on networks that weren’t passing SDDP packets correctly. This
should resolve the issue where a customer without a 4sight license would be unable to
connect to their system from the local network.



11 Known Issues
There is an issue when viewing cameras remotely with the newly released Android 10,
currently supported on Pixel mobile devices. An update to the mobile apps to support
Android 10 is coming in the near future.



12 Life Cycle Changes
There are no new life cycle changes for OS 3.1. There have been major life cycle changes
during previous OS releases (OS 2.6.0, OS 2.10.0, and OS 3) which OS 3.1 will inherit.
Connecting Composer 3.1 to a project will allow the upgrade report run and any needed
changes will be outlined in the report.

12.1 Upgrade Path
To upgrade to OS 3.1, current Control4 systems must be OS 2.9.0 or higher.



13 Software Product Release Versions
Control4 software releases (since 2.10.x)

Release 2.10.x

Wednesday, September 6,
2017 2.10.0.540110-res

Initial Release - Triad One, Triad
AMS, Triad 8 Zone, T3
Announcements, Spotify, Spotify
Connect, SiriusXM, iHeartRadio,
Z2IO, Z2C, When >> Then, SMW

Thursday, October 26, 2017 2.10.0.542164-res Maintenance Release (superseded2.10.0.450110-res) – Defect fixes
Wednesday, November 20,
2017

2.10.0.542686-
res

Maintenance Release (superseded
2.10.0.452164-res) – Defect fixes

Monday, February 5, 2018 2.10.1.544795-res Maintenance Release – CA-1, T3 5GHz support, defect fixes

Tuesday, May 22, 2018 2.10.2.549842-
res

Maintenance Release – Z2IO ZigBee
Extender, defect fixes

Tuesday, July 31, 2018 2.10.3.552102-res Maintenance Release – IntercomAnywhere App and defect fixes.

Thursday, September 6, 2018 2.10.4.533273-res
Maintenance Release – KNX, 8-
Channel Forward Phase Dimmer,
EA-1 as primary, defect fixes.

Tuesday, October 23, 2018 2.10.5.554707-
res

Maintenance Release – Centralized
Lighting Adaptive Phase Dimmer,
Relay, and Gateway.

Tuesday, February 12, 2019 2.10.6.558226-
res

Maintenance Release – Apple TV
and defect fixes.

Release 3.0.x

Tuesday, May 22, 2019 3.0.0.562835-res
Initial Release – New user
experience and Composer
enhancements.

3.0.0.563304 -
res

Maintenance Release that
supersedes the previous
3.0.0.562835-res version

Release 3.1.0

Wednesday, September 11,
2019 3.1.0.566775-res

Initial Release – CA-10, Google
Assistant, Composer Pro version
independence, Intercom Anywhere
expansion, OSD lighting, Sessions,
pinch and zoom on Android



14 Technical Support Contact Information
If you encounter any issues during or following the update, or if you have any questions,
please contact Control4 Technical Support for assistance.

USA (888) 400-4072
UK +44 1347 300001
Germany +49 69 9675 9797
Australia +61 18 0099 0548
China +86 400 8428136

For support in regions covered by a distribution partner, contact your distributor. 
About Control4
Control4, a leading provider of the operating system for the smart home, delivers
intelligent control of consumer electronics products, appliances and networking systems
through an easy-to-use and intuitive software interface. Founded in 2003, the company
delivers affordable automation and control of lighting, music, video, HVAC, security, and
energy management systems to the broad market through more than 1,600 custom
integrators, retail outlets, and distributors in over 65 countries. Control4 is the platform of
choice for major consumer electronics companies, hotels, businesses and utilities that
require an intelligent, open and affordable control solution. For more information, visit
www.control4.com.
Disclaimer
Control4 makes no representations or warranties with respect to this publication, and
specifically disclaims any express or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for
any particular purpose. Control4 reserves the right to make changes to any and all parts
of this publication at any time, without any obligation to notify any person or entity of
such changes.
Licenses
GNU
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION
AND MODIFICATION (Section 3.b.)
You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in
object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that
you also do one of the following:
Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for
a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the
terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.
The complete text for this license is available on the Control4 website.
Gracenote
Gracenote®, Gracenote logo and logotype, and the "Powered by Gracenote" logo are
either a registered trademark or a trademark of Gracenote, Inc. in the United States
and/or other countries. Music and DVD recognition technology and related data are
provided by Gracenote—Gracenote is the industry standard in Music and DVD

http://www.control4.com/


recognition technology and related content delivery. For more information visit
www.gracenote.com.
Spread
This product uses software developed by Spread Concepts LLC for use in the Spread
toolkit. For more information about Spread see http://www.spread.org.
Libertas
Libertas Firmware copyright statement for Touch Screens 6/26/09
Copyright (c) 2006, One Laptop per Child and Marvell Corporation. All rights reserved.
Redistribution—Redistribution and use in binary form, without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions must reproduce the above copyright notice and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Marvell Corporation nor the names of its suppliers may be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.
* No reverse engineering, decompilation, or disassembly of this software is permitted.
* You may not use or attempt to use this software in conjunction with any product that
is offered by a third party as a replacement, substitute or alternative to a Marvell Product
where a Marvell Product is defined as a proprietary wireless LAN embedded client
solution of Marvell or a Marvell Affiliate.
DISCLAIMER—THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Copyright
Copyright ©2018 Control4. All rights reserved. All rights reserved. Control4, the Control4
logo, the Control4 certified logo, Triad, and the Triad logo are registered trademarks or
trademarks of Control4 Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All other
names and brands may be claimed as the property of their respective owners. Pricing and
specifications are subject to change without notice.
Z-Wave
The Z-Wave trademark and logo are owned by Sigma Designs, Inc.
Contact Information
Control4 Corporation
11734 S. Election Road
Salt Lake City, UT 84020 USA
http://www.control4.com
Part Number: DOC-00491, Rev. A (OS 3.1) DH
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